CASE STUDY
High quality maintenance support
customized to your budget and needs
StorEx- Where the customer gets first priority

Retail Industry:
The customer is a South African dominant retail group that is
listed on the JSE. They operate across 14 countries and oversee
more than 1000 stores. Their yearly turnover exceeds R20 Billion.

Customer Pain Points
Due to the high costs associated with maintenance for out-of-warranty
equipment from the original equipment manufacturer, the customer had
equipment in their production that was not under support. This posed a
huge risk on their business operations and they were under immense
pressure to find a maintenance provider that were focused on the clients
need and budget.
The customer was further pressured to rip and replace their end-of-life/
end-of-service-life equipment. They felt some of their equipment were still
in a good working condition, therefore saw no need to replace.
They decided to decommission some of the equipment they had on hand
but needed maintenance support on these devices for an additional
6-9 months, which the OEM was not prepared to give.
The customer was also dissatisfied with the service delivery times on the
support they received, as it did not always meet the SLA. They needed a
reliable provider that delivers on their agreed terms and goes the extra mile
for the client.
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Solution and Result
As StorEx specializes in the support of post-warranty
equipment, they were able to provide the customer with a costeffective maintenance solution which was approximately 50%
less than what the OEM would have charged. Due to this
significant cost saving, the customer was able to put all their
equipment on support, therefore eliminating the risk they faced
before.
StorEx did an infrastructure audit on the client's estate and
found that majority of their end-of-life/ end-of-service-life
equipment still had capacity left. This meant that the full
potential of the equipment was not yet reached and implied
that there was no real need for the refresh. StorEx extended the
warranty on this equipment for an additional 12 months.
On the equipment the customer wanted to decommission,
StorEx gave them a flexible SLA, which enabled them to add and
remove equipment as required.
The client is very pleased with the quality of service received to
date and is considering extending their maintenance
agreement with StorEx for another year.

Equipment supported
Server Hardware

Storage Hardware

PowerEdge R720 x 55

Powervault MD1200 x9
SC8000 SAN Storage x4

ABOUT STOREX
StorEx is a leading supplier of Third-Party Maintenance services, founded in 2008. The company
specializes in the Support, Maintenance and Life-Cycle extension of medium size and enterprise level
IT Hardware and Software Infrastructure. Our cost-effective Service Level Agreement offerings provide
low risk, high quality solutions across Multiple OEM Brands via a Single Point of Contact, within Africa,
the Middle East, APAC, Americas and Europe.
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